Bill of Rights Hand Signals

1. RAPPS – Freedom of Religion, Assembly, Press, Petition, Speech
   Fist with thumb on the outside. Rap the palm of your other hand.

2. Right to Bear Arms – Hold your thumb and index like a gun

3. No Quartering of Soldiers – Hold index and thumb together to
   make a circle. Hold up other fingers for the number three.

4. Search and Seizure – Fist with thumb inside; four fingers showing
   as if you are knocking on a door.

5. Don't have to testify against yourself – Hold entire hand over
   your mouth (5 fingers)

6. Right to a Speedy Trial – Tuck index fingers with thumbs. Hold
   out other fingers to equal six and act like you are running with
   hands by your side.

7. Right to Trial by Jury – Use 2 finger on right hand as a gavel and
   rap them against the palm of your other hand. (5 fingers)

8. No Cruel and Unusual Punishment – Have kids dance like a
   ballerina in a figure eight.

9. Rights not listed belong to me (Power to me) – Hold up nine
   fingers and tap chest.

10. Rights not listed as federal are pushed to the states – Hold up
    ten fingers and push away from you.